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January - A celebration; a time for looking back on lessons learned, adventures share, bright moments
filled with special meaning.
January – A farewell; a time for saying goodbye to old friends, to good times you have known, a time for
packing away memories, treasures for tomorrow.
January – A beginning; a time for looking forward, a time to set new goals, to dream new dream, to try
your wings and see what lies beyond.
On behalf of the entire school of DPS, Hyderabad, Team DIPSCOOP wishes the graduating batches of grade
X and XII for the year 2020 for the board examination. Mazel Tov!
Farewell Ceremonies
Grade XII
Farewell Ceremony
01.02.2020
‘Great is the art of beginning but greater is the art of ending’.
-Henry Wadsworth
On
February, 2020 students of Class XI, bid adieu to the outgoing batch of 2020 by organizing a
Farewell, ‘Au Revoir’.
The day was planned with various
programmes and it commenced with
the distribution of lip-smacking
snacks and a vibrant photo booth to
capture the memorable moments of
the students at school. The seniors
were then warmly welcomed to the
dining hall where the main event
took place.
At 10:30 am, the show began with a melodious ‘Saraswati Vandana’ and proceeded with a captivating
classical dance having a modern twist. The Tilak Ceremony started where students of each class were
called upon to receive blessings from their teachers.
1st

Later, the musical band presented
a medley of beautiful songs,
snappy tunes and the dance team
put
up
an
enthralling
performance.
As the event drew closer to its
end, a warm parting message from
Director Rekha Aggarwala ma’am was read out and a number of seniors
came up to share their experience at school. Principal Geetha
Viswanathan ma’am addressed the audience, sharing her words of
wisdom and wishing the students good luck and success for their future
endeavors. The event concluded with a PowerPoint Presentation
highlighting the memorable journey of the batch.Though the emotional
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day came to an end in the blink of an eye, it also brought hope for a new beginning.

Grade X

Tilak Ceremony

01.02.20

The students of grade X of the batch 2019-20 were bid adieu with a Tilak Ceremony organized by the
students of Grade IX.
The atmosphere was sparked with
festivity as the students tickled down
dressed in their best with the boys
looking dapper and the girls dressed
resplendently. The programme began
with the lightning of the lamp by the
Principal Mrs Geetha Vishwanathan. This
was followed by a solemn shloka rendered
beautifully by the students of grade IX.
This was followed by an exhilarating performance by the band group of grade IX which was applauded by
one and all.
The auspicious Tilak ceremony got
underway with the Principal blessing the
Head Boy, Soumyadip Mahapatra, the
Head Girl, KhushiiAgarwala, the Vice Head
Boy, Annirudh Muley and the Vice Head
Girl, Trisha A. This was followed by the
Tilak ceremony of all other students.
A message from the Director, Mrs. Rekha Aggarwala was then showed on
the projector as she passed on her 'light of wisdom' to the outgoing
batch.The Principal also addressed the students and urged them to be
entrepreneurs and do the best they can. She exhorted them to follow the
path of moderation, self-control and humility.
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On behalf of all students of grade X the Head Boy, Soumyadip and the Head Girl, Khushii expressed their
gratitude towards their almamater as they looked back on happy memories spent at the school.
The programme came to an end with a power packed presentation depicting the journey of the students
which took them down the memory lane. A vote of thanks was proposed by class IX students.

Passing on the Baton
Grade XII
29.01.2020
“Individual commitment to a group effort – that is what makes a team work, a school work, a society work,
a civilization work”.
It is that time of the year when the senior most batch of the school
bids adieu to the school and the XII grade Prefectorial Board handover
their duties to the juniors and decide to take a back seat. On the 29th
of January 2020, the incumbent Prefectorial Board realized that it was
time for them to reflect on their achievements, experiences and
learnings, it was time for them to
hand over their prestigious duties to
the next batch of leaders, the newly
elected prefectorial board for the
year 2020-21.
The Head Boy and Head Girl, Tanish Goel and Shavika Kapoor handed over
the baton to the new Head Boy and Head Girl, Namit Ajaria and T.S. Ananya.
The entire board shook hands with the new board and wished them luck.
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This was followed by Principal Ma’am’s address, where she congratulated the XII graders for successfully
completing their duties and wished good luck to the XI grader for their newly assigned responsibilities.
Lastly, the Head Boy and Head Girl of both the batches thanked the seniors for their service to this school
and motivated the spirits of the new batch to outperform their seniors.
Rapporteur - Sanjay Shastry – XII C

Field Trip
Grade III and IV
09.01.20
Every student comes to the classroom with a different world experience. We know that students who have
been exposed to many different things do better in school. To think broadly, students need to have a
variety of experiences. Field trips and hands-on learning make concepts more memorable.
A very pleasant day, shady trees, picnic food, blankets and lots of
fun was what the day was
all
about. The students of
classes III and IV of Delhi
Public School, Hyderabad
went on a field trip to NTR
Gardens on9th of January.
This trip provided the much
sought after relief from our
monotonous daily routines. Such outings can help promote healthy
living by encouraging physical activity and an enjoyment of the natural environment. All the teachers,
support staff and students left school at 8:15am. After arriving at the gardens, carpets were promptly
spread around under the trees for children to eat their picnic snack.
They were then taken on a tour of the park. Children enjoyed watching the Cactus and Bonsai gardens.
They could also play in a maze made of huge fruit models. There were
models of important habitats for many animals. This gave us a great
opportunity to teach children about the environment and the
importance of preserving natural ecosystems.
A children’s park had several playthings for them to play with and
enjoy. There were swings, slides, monkey bars for hanging upon for
exercise, and many other such items that provided children their
much-needed exercise, enjoyment and refreshment. The trip
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concluded with an enjoyable train ride that took students all around the park.
Grade IX

07.01.20
A Trip to The Artillery Centre

The students of grade IX, Delhi Public School Hyderabad
visited the artillery centre of Hyderabad on 7th January, 2020.
The students were welcomed by Col. Gautam Kapoor who
talked about the importance of the artillery in an army. This
was followed by a movie which a gave a preview about the
training of recruits and facilities provided by the centre. After
the short briefing session, the students began with a visit to
the
Artillery
Museum
which
provided an
insight to the students about how the Indian artillery
contributed to various wars through the ages. It also
showcased how many facts including the center’s motto
‘Sarvatra Izzat – O –
Iqbal’
evolved.
Next, the students
visited the Arti
swimming pool, 10m range shooting range and were informed
about how an artillery attack was planned and executed by Sepoy
Ashok Kumar. After this, the students then invoked the blessings
of Lord Shiva at the Pracheen Shiva Mandir later heading towards
the ‘AzhaidPaikar’, the biggest cannon of Golconda Fort located at
the ‘Musa Durg’. Artillery simulations, including artillery fire
simulation vehicle training simulation and the assault simulation allowed the students to experience the
environment of a battleground and shoot guns. The students also enjoyed trying out the army obstacle
course. The students finally reached the stadium and enjoyed some game time with snacks. Bidding
farewell, students expressed their gratitude to the army officials for spending their valuable time and
making the trip a memorable one.
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Grade X

04.01.2020

After a year of intense toil and motivated efforts in scholarly activities, it was time for the students of
Grade X to relax and unwind amongst nature. The Field Trip to ‘Palm Exotica’ on 4th January 2020 proved
to be that elixir which rejuvenated and provided the perfect opportunity to experience an enjoyable and
exciting day out with friends and the mentors.
On reaching the resort, the children had a fantastic time in the water park, aptly named ‘Wild Waters’. The
various water rides, rain dance, river rides were all enjoyed to the core but the highlight was the wave pool
where the kids experienced the sensation of swimming in the sea. This was followed by a scrumptious
lunch which gratified the famished children after the vigorous water sports.
The afternoon was spent in taking various rides that were not only thrilling but left one dizzy and asking for
more. From Special Roundabouts, to the Giant Wheel, Ragada, Kangaroo Ride, Space jam, Shipwreck etc.
the children could not have asked for more! Some of the teachers too braved those gravity defying rides
and proved that they were no less than their pupils!
A quick tea followed by photographs and it was time to head back to school.

Grade XII

24.12.2020

On December 24th, 2019 the students of grades XI and XII of Delhi Public School, Hyderabad took off on
the much-awaited field trip to Dream Valley resorts. The students were
bubbling with excitement as they boarded the bus and were ready to
make the most of their day-out. On reaching the destination they divided
themselves into groups, half of them advanced for the water-rides while
the other half proceeded to enjoy the adventure sports. The students
danced their hearts out in the rain dance. The teachers also joined the
students and were full of great
moves. The water slides were full
of thrill and excitement. After this
everyone gathered around for a scrumptious meal. Following the
meal was a friendly competition of tug-of-war between students
and teachers. Aftertumbling and falling on oneanother, the
students were left to explore the resort. While some students
remembered their childhood played in the park, others wandered
around enjoying the beauty of the resort. There was also a magic
show that was organized by the resort which made the students
unleash their inner child. Not only this but the students danced again to the DJ and sang and played games
with their peers and teachers. After an exhilarating day all the students gathered again for snacks, tea and
coffee and finally it was time to leave. The students even after being really exhausted were not willing to
leave. However, everything that begins must come to an end and so the students boarded the bus with
heavy hearts though filled with pleasant memories to cherish forever.
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Constitution Week Celebration
“Constitution is not a mere document, it is a vehicle of life, and its spirit is always the spirit of age”
- Dr. B.R. Ambedkar
As a part of the CBSE mandate to create awareness among students, a week-long event was organised at
DPH, Hyderabad to enlighten and empower students about the Indian Constitution.
On the occasion of the 70th Republic Day of India, students of class IX
and XI organised the Samvidhan Se Samrasta Utsav from 23rd- 30th
January 2020 in the school premises. Students showcased the various
efforts that went into the making of our Constitution and its evolution
over the last 70 years.
The exhibition was declared open
by our Principal, Mrs. Geetha
Vishwanathan along with the Guest of Honour, Ms. Priyamvadha, a
law student at NALSAR University of Law and also an ex-dipsite. After
welcoming the Guest of Honour and lighting the auspicious lamp,
students of class XI put up a presentation giving a glimpse of the
various aspects that went into the making of the Constitution.
The presentation kicked off with a recitation of the Preamble
followed by a mock session of the intense debates of the Constituent Assembly that was enacted by the
Humanities students of class XI. This was then followed by some inspirational messages from a few alumni,
which emphasized on the need to be constitutionally aware.
The Guest of Honour, Ms. Priyamvadha, who was elated to see young minds take up this initiative
enthusiastically, emphasized on the same and shared some very inspiring thoughts with the students.
Lastly, the Principal, Mrs. Geetha Vishwanathan addressed the gathering and talked of the importance of
the Constitution and its role in the Indian society.

The day’s proceeding concluded with the Principal, along with the Guest of Honour being escorted to the
exhibition. After officially opening it, they were given a detailed brief of
every exhibit by the participants of classes 6 to 9.
During this period, students from classes IV-IX visited the exhibition,
where they were made aware about the journey of our Constitution since
its inception. This was accompanied by documentaries of the mock
debates and interactive sessions which brought a whole new perspective
of the Constitution into their young minds. The students had to face a lot
of nerve-racking questions which was answered with great enthusiasm.
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Students were told of the proceedings of the Constitution and the various committees involved in this.
Elections are an integral part of a democracy. To make the students aware of the importance of a
democracy, mock elections were held as part of the Constitution Week celebrations. Classes V and VI
participated in this process. The contestants were from class VI and all the students of classes V and VI
voted for their chosen candidates.
There were eight parties representing eight sections. Students showed their enthusiasm and creativity in
deciding their party names and designing logos. Eight parties prepared their manifestos in a convincing
way. The creativity of the students was appreciated by one and all. The election campaign was held on
January 24th, 2020 and the voting took place on January 28th, 2020. The results were declared on 30th
January. The enthusiasm of the students and their efforts in
winning the elections was commendable.
The whole event made the students understand their
Fundamental Rights and Duties as future citizens of our country.
The morning of 30th January, 2020 witnessed one of the year’s
mega events when about three hundred students of grade VII
presented the Special Assembly to mark the occasion of
National Constitution Day.
The Assembly epitomized
vigour, passion, beauty,
melody and patriotic fervour. The Constitution and its development
being the main theme of the assembly, it showcased the political
scenario prior and post-independence. The freedom struggles that led
to the British emancipating India from their clutches; the childhood of
Dr. Ambedkar, his painful experiences of discrimination and atrocities
during his early age were depicted through heart touching enactments.
The audience was made known of several unknown facts about him and also those about the Constitution.
The significance of the celebration of the Republic Day won the heart of the audience with its parade by
the students representing three wings of the Indian armed force, feats exhibited by a group of cyclists, and
finally by the grandeur of the dance. Inclusion of songs and dance based on
the theme made the entire show aesthetically brilliant.
The audience included the students of grade V and VI. They made their
appreciation heard with their thunderous applause. The Principal Mrs. Geeta
Vishwanathan, in her overwhelming appreciating words said that she was
proud of the students for their spirit in infusing such hard work and passion
into making the show a grand success. In her message on the significance of
the Republic Day, she appealed to the young minds to make the nation’s
interest a priority in each one’s life.
The captivating show did not give a hint of the time that
stretched for one and a half hour. The entire presentation
was stupendous and can be considered one of the best
shows of the academic year 2019-’20.
Overall, there was an extremely enthusiastic participation
from the students. The exhibition which was declared closed
on
30th January, turned out to be a grand success. Through this
exhibition one not only honoured the Constitution and its
makers but also stood testimony to the fact that learning is
not just limited to our textbooks, but in fact has a better
impact when implemented in real life. At the end of the week, students emerged empowered with hands
on experience. This exhibition has definitely paved the way for many more such endeavours.
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Inter-House Competitions
Grade Prep

Spell Bee as the name suggests is a contest where the participants need to spell the given words correctly.
The purpose is to help students improve their spelling, increase their vocabularies, learn concepts and
develop correct usage of words.
A contest with so many benefits becomes quite inevitable as far as the students are concerned. Therefore,
the ‘Spell Bee’ contest was held for the students of Prep. The preliminary round was held on 6th January
where all the students participated. Best ten spellers were selected for the Final round from each section.
The final round was conducted on 8th January 2020 and all the participants seemed fully geared up to take
up the challenge. It was a tough competition as all contestants gave their best and four best spellers from
each section have emerged as winners. It was a wonderful learning experience not only for the participants
but also for their peers to enrich their vocabulary.
Winners
PREP : A
S.No
1

Name
KARAN VENKAT

House
RUBY

Position
I

2

SHANTANU KOPPISETTI

SAPPHIRE

II

3

AMYRA DUREJA

TOPAZ

III

4

ARADHYA AGRAWAL

TOPAZ

CONSOLATION

Name
NANDAN HARSHA

House
EMERALD

Position
I

2

SRIHAN PATRA

TOPAZ

I

3

NEELAKSHI TRIPATHY

RUBY

II

4

SHRADDHA DASA

TOPAZ

III

5

SURYANSH REDDY. R

SAPPHIRE

CONSOLATION

PREP: B
S.No
1

PREP: C
S.No
1

Name
C. ANJANI PRAMOD REDDY

House
SAPPHIRE

Position
I

2

VEDANT RAHUL RATHOD

RUBY

II

3

ANANT RAMSWAROOP. S

EMERALD

III

4

SHRAVIKA VEGI

SAPPHIRE

CONSOLATION
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PREP : D
S.No
1

Name
ITISH KOTHARI

House
RUBY

Position
I

2

V. CHAKRESH RAM

SAPPHIRE

II

3

KARTHIK SAI TEJA.P

TOPAZ

II

4

SYEDA RAZEENAH

SAPPHIRE

III

5

SANIDDHYA SRISHTI PANDA

RUBY

CONSOLATION

PREP : E
S.No
1

Name
HRIDAY ARORA

House
EMERALD

Position
I

2

ARUSHI PANDA

TOPAZ

II

3

JYOTHI RADITYA. K

RUBY

III

4

SHANVI SATTURU

SAPPHIRE

CONSOLATION

PREP: F
S.No
1

Name
SATVIK BARNWAL

House
RUBY

Position
I

2

AADYA MEHTA

TOPAZ

II

3

JASHWIK REDDY

TOPAZ

III

4

SMERA PUNIA

SAPPHIRE

CONSOLATION

PREP: G
S.No

Name

House

Position

1

MERLIN CHRISTUDAS

TOPAZ

I

2

G. RISHANK GOUD

SAPPHIRE

II

3

ISHIKA SAHU

EMERALD

III

4

S. NIKSHIT

RUBY

CONSOLATION
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Grade Nursery
“Art is a place for children to learn to trust their ideas themselves and to
explore what is possible”.
We believe every child is an artist, and it is our responsibility to encourage their
inner talents.
Keeping this thought intact we encourage the children to
express themselves as we foster their creativity.
To explore the potential of the students, an “Inter House Krazy Kraft- Picture
Collage Contest” was organized for the youngest dipsites of Pre-Primary on 7th
January 2020. They were given colouful paper cutouts to make a rocket. Children participated
enthusiastically in the contest andcompleted the activity with full vigour and excitement.
Judges for the contest were the talented students of class XI .
KushagrTiwari XI D
Sreemayukha N XI D

Winners
NUR : A
S.No
Name
House
1
MEDHA REDDY . G EMERALD
2
3
4

Position
I

AVIRA
KHAJANCHI
D. SAANVIKA

EMERALD

II

RUBY

III

M. HARSHITH
KUMAR

EMERALD CONSOLATION

NUR: B
S.No
1

Name
AAROHI PRIYA

House
SAPPHIRE

Position
I

2

ANIKA BEHURA

RUBY

II

3

RUDRA MALIK

TOPAZ

III

4

NIRVAN BHATIA

SAPPHIRE

CONSOLATION

Name
MYRA

House
TOPAZ

Position
I

2

VENKATA AAYANSH

TOPAZ

II

3

ANISH REDDY

RUBY

III

4

DHYEY RTHI

TOPAZ

CONSOLATION

NUR: C
S.No
1
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NUR : D
S.No
1

Name
SHAURYA KANT

House
EMERALD

Position
I

TOPAZ

II

3

APRAMAEYA
TIRUMALA
REYANSH AYYAGARI

RUBY

III

4

TANVI MATHALA

TOPAZ

CONSOLATION

NUR : E
S.No
Name
1
SHIVANSH RAODEO

House
TOPAZ

Position
I

2

MOKSH D GANDHI

TOPAZ

II

3

MAHIRA KOLLI

RUBY

III

4

PRISHA KUMAR

EMERALD

CONSOLATION

S.No
1

Name
SANGAM VIAAN

House
TOPAZ

Position
I

2

THORRA AADYA

RUBY

II

3

KYRAA DHAR

EMERALD

III

4

VIVAAN POPAT

RUBY

CONSOLATION

2

NUR: F

Fests and Activities
Grade Prep

Thematic Event – Folk Fest Lokotsav

29.01.20

Today’s world has become a global village. It showcases the acceptance of cultural diversity, solidarity and
patriotism. Various events and celebrations are held at Delhi Public
School, Hyderabad throughout the year wherein children get an
excellent opportunity to discover their latent talent. The teachers
motivate and nurture the skills of the students for their holistic
development. All the celebrations and events that are organized in
school have some profound meaning and pragmatic purpose as
well.
To promote this idea of cultural diversity and showcase various folk
styles of our country, the youngest dipsites of Nursery E and F
presented a “Folk Fest-Lokotsav” event on 29th January 2020.
The event effectively commenced with a positive thought and warm greetings by the children. A soulful
rendition of prayer song was sung, which reminded everyone to seek the Almighty’s blessing in everything.
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Followed by thenews, LokostavJhalak depicting various folk dances of India, melodious song sequence and
a colourful Goa carnival wherein Mass drill was part of this fest.
This was not the end of the fun filled Lokotsav event. Amusing novelty races were conducted for the
children and parents where the children and the parents participated enthusiastically and thrilled the
audience with their sporting skills.
The children were engaged in a string of activities like including
picture talk on different folk cultures of India and few audio
visuals pertaining to the theme. This also included free
exploration day where children were given freedom to explore
and enjoy the activities, they like to do which had an artistic
take-away as well.
Overall, this platform provided the children with a deeper
understanding of various folk styles and cultures of India and
inculcated a spirit of sportsmanship and confidence in them.
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Sharing the warmth – Parents’ Testimonial
Thank you, ma’am for all your efforts. You all deserve the credit for such hard work and encouragement.
- Purvi
- Mother of Moksh D Gandhi (Nur-E)

Yesterday’s folk fest event was organized in a fantastic way. I was very happy seeing kids performing in
such a nice way. Hats off to the dedication and patience of the class teachers and the coordinator.
Congratulations to you too, in making and planning such a treat to the eyes.
- Neelima
- Mother of Sannidhi (Nur F)

What an amazing program by kids! Filled our hearts with much warmth. My son enjoyed himself a lot, it
was evident the way he danced. Kudos to teachers and you for handling small children so efficiently and
bringing out the best in them.
- Deepti
- Mother of Dhananjay (Nur F)

Yesterday’s event was very nice and I am highly appreciative of the efforts all teachers and supporting staff
put into it. Many congratulations to all of you. Not only for the event but throughout the year teachers
groom and encourage the kids so well and all that has translated into yesterday’s confident performances
by such little kids!
- Shraddha
- Mother of Shivansh (Nur E)
GanitPrayogshala

Math Lab Fest

08.01.2020

A mathematics lab reduces the level of abstraction with the use of instructional materials. It forms a
concrete base for conceptual thinking, enhances the degree of interest that can lead to
make learning permanent. With such goals in mind a mathematics lab was started in 2018.
As a policy, the students of classes 7 and 8 were asked to showcase their grasp of the
activities learnt during the academic year.
The activity fest displayed on 8th January, 2020, was a learning experience in itself. A
multifaceted assignment that serves as a culminating intellectual experience for students.
Nearly 75 students eagerly exhibited their know-how in a learning pathway experience. The
Fest was a Rubric to determine whether the seeds of thinking critically, solving challenging
problems and communicating their thoughts
successfully was achieved by getting trained in math
lab
activities.
The participants worked together in groups, cooperating and
respecting one another’s viewpoint.
They used the platform of Fest to
exhibit their application of learning and
expertise.
The students were motivated by the presence of the Principal Mrs Geetha
Vishwanath who was instrumental for the starting of Math Lab in our school.
They were enthused by the questions posed to them by their seniors. The fest
was a great success and achieved the dual purpose of independent learning
and team work.
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Workshops

CBSE Workshop : Nodal Examiners’ Training -2020
Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated day in and day out. – Robert Collier
An interactive session was conducted by Mr.M.V.Prasada Rao, Regional Director and Head CBSE, COE
Kakinada for Principals, Vice Principals and Senior Teachers in Hyderabad on Wednesday, 22 nd January,
2020 between 9.00 am to 2.00 pm. The workshop was hosted by Delhi Public School, Nacharam,
Hyderabad.
The session started with a brief introduction of the set processes in place for the upcoming
AISSE/AISSCE examination 2020.
Mr.M.V.Prasada Rao, COE Kakinada addressed the gathering and shared inputs pertaining to conducting
of fair examinations, Online Exam Management System, Online theory marks uploading system, quality
evaluation and timely declaration of results. He spoke about error free examinations and assured that
CBSE has taken stringent measures to ensure that examinations are conducted in a fair manner. He also
shared code of conduct for the CNS and urged the Principals to ensure that their students are made aware
of the exam centre location mobile app(CBSE ECL) developed by the CBSE by registering UMANG platform,
report to the examination centre by 9:30, be seated by 10 am in proper school uniform and ID card.
Specific changes related to examination and evaluation process applicable for the upcoming 2020 board
examination were highlighted viz. writing of the Admit
card number with 8 digits on the face sheet of the
answer script having provision for writing only 7 digits,
continuance of checking of answer scripts by two
evaluators(E1 and E2), who would independently
evaluate their answer scripts and mutually exchange and
check other examiner’s evaluation and bring out the
discrepancies if any to the notice of the HE. He urged
the examiners to discuss the marking scheme and the
alternate answers so that no student stands at a disadvantaged position in case if he has written a creative
answer reflecting the latest information. He urged the evaluators to be more objective in their approach
while assessing the answer scripts.
Mr. M. V. Prasada Rao pointed out that variation in marking the answers should be minimised to maintain
the credibility of the examination system. This will reduce the cases of re-checking/ re-evaluation and
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repose more confidence and faith on the system of CBSE examinations among all the stakeholders. He
emphasised on the vital role played by the examiners and coordinators in this regard. He proceeded to
discuss the various types of errors associated with the evaluation/Post evaluation data entry process. Each
error was supported with necessary documentary evidence thus presenting a clear picture of the same.
Empirical evidence was provided, subject wise, about the cases of re-checking and re-evaluation pertaining
to AISSE and AISSCE-2018-2019.
Ms. Sunitha Rao, Principal DPS Nacharam presented a detailed ppt on the evaluation process
clearly explaining each step to be followed by the CNS, HE, Examiners, Coordinators.

Sustainable Mathematics – A Workshop
A workshop for secondary school teachers was conducted from 28th January, 2020 to 30th January, 2020
at Delhi Public School, HRD Centre, Lodhi Road, New Delhi. The topic for the same was Sustainable
Mathematics II. This workshop was attended by Mrs Ruchi Arora, TGT Mathematics.
The main objective of the workshop was to equip teachers with the variety of activities to strengthen the
mathematical concepts. The areas covered in the workshop were
1) Making teaching- learning Mathematics joyful.
2) Knowing learning objectives in Mathematics.
3) Strengthening the core topics and sustaining them.
4) Handling misconception carefully while respecting student’s curiosity.
5) Preparing for the board exams and various competitions.
Various sessions were taken by experts emphasising on the following points:
1) Teaching – learning Mathematics through visualization such as geoboard, creative model using
waste material.
2) Short and precised techniques for solving problem in the competitive exams.
3) Introduction to various competitions such that RMO, INMO, IMO, JEE SMTE etc.
4) Games such Tambola, Suduko, Code Prediction were introduced in introducing or recapitulation of
the concepts.
5) Use of ICT in teaching learning procedure was emphasised.
6) Various puzzles,online/offline quizzes, card game “I have .. Who has…”, matching the cards were
introduced.

Regional Summit of School Principal
A summit enriching and emphasizing the importance of healthy Principal-Teacher relationship for smooth
functionality of school was conducted at the Institute of Counsellor Training Research and Consultancy on
24th January, 2020. Headmistress, Mrs Sandhya Pratap attended the same. It helped participants to realize
paradigm in which they are working. Schools are becoming socialized, civilized. Teacher’s role is to extend
knowledge that is already available and should be relevant. Relationship of Children – Teacher & Teacher
and Principal is changing.
The session on Principal-teacher relationship and its psychological dimensions was conducted by the
resource person by Dr. Singh which focused on increasing the efficiency of the employees through a
healthy change in attitude.
Principals to follow circumflex model of relationship was highlighted where one adapts different styles
using right tend of mix. A few important aspects of creating a healthy work environment were also the key
focus points viz.,
1. Create friendly atmosphere not to be friend with anyone.
2. Appreciate in public and criticize in private.
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3. Delegate the work.
4. Build a healthy relationship with teachers and work to nurture it.
5. Have an open-door policy at certain hours of the day dedicated to meet people.

NIE Teachers’ Meet
The Times of India in association with Underwriter’s Laboratories organised NIE Teachers’ Meet on 4 th
February 2020 at Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad on the topic ‘Advancing Child Safety in
India’.
The meet was presided by Ankita Rath, Times NIE Editor and began with an enriching and informative,
written and oral Quiz on safety which was followed by an introduction to the topic- Advancing Child Safety
in India.
Safety has generally been taken for granted and keeping this in mind UL has designed the safety
programme and wish to introduce Safety clubs in schools across India. An insight into the agenda was
shared.
The programme not only aims at spreading awareness among students but also would benefit the students
in more ways than one.
• Members of safety club can be safety ambassadors by presenting it through an assembly to the
whole school.
• Critical thinking and problem-solving skills can be enhanced.
• Students will learn to take ownership.
• Students will be equipped to identify safety hazards and come up with solutions and how to
implement it.
It is a well- known fact that, kids learn by doing and not when they are told to do. Keeping this in mind,
Various groups/ teams were asked to creatively devise a lesson plan which included enactment /role play
and were asked to perform on the stage.

TIE Young Entrepreneur Event
Rapporteur – N Hashvanth Reddy
Grade XII
It gives me an immense pleasure to share my entrepreneur belief and how I landed to begin my journey. In
the recent event held at Tie Hyderabad where I participated in the TIE Young Entrepreneur Event in which
36 students from 23 schools participated in this event.
There were 7 teams competing to pitch their best Idea and will have an opportunity to compete with 34
other teams around the world in Seattle, USA. This event proposes a life changing opportunity for all the
students holding entrepreneur aspiration like me.
The event demanded each team to come up with an Idea which they think would be solving an real life
problems and we as a team were thinking to find out what is that common thing that every individual is
juggling around and many thoughts crossed our mind but something which struck and stayed was the daily
maid services which is required by all the urban and sub urban household. All these household go through
many problems such as transparency, charges, Background verification, trust and many more. We came up
with an Idea to have a single window platform where anyone from anywhere in India can directly connect
to any maid through us and get the work done as per their requirement. The business idea is ‘The Findr, a
LinkedIn-like solution for blue-collar jobs including the provision of maids, cleaners, drivers for
customers across Pan India.
We were able to secure the Top honor in the B-Plan competition. We have defeated 6 other teams which
came up with the FinTech, Agritech and Food Tech Idea but the problem that we are inline to solve was so
genuine that it was loved by all the Jury members and the present audience. We were appreciated by the
Tie President Mr. Sridhar where he quoted that “this are billion dollar ideas which has the potential to
became mega enterprises”.
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It was an roller coaster Journey from last three month with Tie Organization for us to bit the storm and
hold the fort on every huddle to get elected as a Winner. Now, we would be representing our school and
Team in Seattle, USA in the month June. I am really Thank full to all my Teachers and Principal for the
continuous support and guidance.
Special Assemblies
Grade V and VI
Sankranti Celebration
Sankranti the harvest and thanksgiving festival marking the start of spring, assumed the form of a weeklong celebration at Delhi Public School, Hyderabad. The students of Grade V and VI participated with fervor
in the following activities spread over a week from 6th January, 2020 to 10th January, 2020.
•

Monday 6th January 2020
Paper Kite making was an individual activity wherein students made beautiful paper kites.
• Tuesday 7th January 2020
Collage making depicting the essence of Sankranti as a harvest festival was a very creative,
individual activity.
• Wednesday 8th January 2020
Rangoli drawing and colouring was a very colourful activity that
the students participated in with enthusiasm.
• Thursday 9th January 2020
Kite FlyingThe Students flew the kites made by them during the
respective games periods.
• Friday 10th January 2020
Food without fire activity was conducted wherein students made a dish
with jaggery and sesame seeds as the essential ingredients.
Students thoroughly enjoyed the activities and the wing wore a festive look throughout the week.
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Grade V
On 30th January, 2020 a Special Assembly was presented by Grade V students
of Delhi Public School, Hyderabad in the School premises on the importance of the Mahatma Gandhi’s
Ideologies, who is the pioneer of truth and non-violence.
The various events in the assembly were● Welcome Address
● Choir- VandeMataram song
● NEWS
● Conversation on Gandhiji’s achievements
● Enactment - An incident in South Africa which taught Gandhiji, an important lesson
● Song- SabramathiSangeeth
● Enactment - Non-Cooperation Movement
-Swadeshi Movement
-Civil Disobedience Movement
● Poem on Swatcch Bharat
● Semi-classical Dance - Raghupathy Raghava Rajaram

The events reiterated the ideology of the great man and was very informative with regards to some of
the most important events in the Indian freedom movement.
The assembly concluded with the Students observing 2 minutes silence as a mark of respect to the
‘Father of our nation’ which was followed by a speech by our beloved Principal Ma’am, Mrs. Geetha
Vishwananthan. In her speech, Ma’am mentioned that she was delighted on seeing the performances
and positively impressed with the spontaneous effort and systematic endeavour of the students'
enactment. She urged the students to follow Gandhiji’s mission on Swacch Bharat and the policies of
truth and non-violence.
All the audiences enjoyed the programme and were enthralled especiallyby the dance performance.
The conclusion of the assembly received a very loud and encouraging applause from the audience.
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Inter School Sports Awards
GANGALA RESHIKESH YADAV of class VIII scored a brilliant hundred, 143 runs in 122 balls and took 6
wickets in 7 overs.
VIHAAN MISHRA of class IX scored 122 runs in 117 balls against Sri Chaitanya School, Marradpalley .In
UNDER 14 HCA School Leagues at M Sports Ground Vattinagulapally,

GANGALA RESHIKESH YADAV-VIII

VIHAAN MISHRA- IX

RAHUL LOKESH of VII E has achieved the following prizes in
Tennis,
• Last year he played champion series 12 times,
Super series once,Talent series once .
• In that 5 were out station tournaments
Remaining in Hyderabad.
• He won doubles titles 3 times –U/ 14, 2 times and U/ 16
once.
• He started playing AITA last year.
• His all India rank was 700 in January 2019
• Now January 2020 rank is 38.
• He played one super series and one championship series
in January 2020
• And now going to Mumbai on 9thFeb,2019 for Nationals,
which is once a year and most prestigious tournament
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DHAWAL KUMAR S of class 5B stood Runner up in open Gold Slam
Tennis Tournament under 12 categories, the tournament was
organised by . Held at Pragathi Tennis Academy, Kukatpally on 26th
January 2020.

MAKKI TOSHITH YADAV of class V emerged as
runners in the ACA Under 12 future cup cricket
Tournament 2019 . He was awarded as the most
promising cricketer award.

Signing off for the academic year 2019-20, Team DIPSCOOP wishes the out-going batch of X and XII the very best
of luck for their board examination. Stay tuned for another exciting year of fun and trivia.
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